Aptean Shipment Manager
for Aptean Distribution ERP

Ship More, Spend Less

Simplify Your Shipping Process

Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) shipping rules are becoming increasingly complicated and, especially at high volumes, you can’t depend on individuals to remember and apply the rules correctly or efficiently.

Designed to optimize shipping efficiency and accuracy, Aptean Shipment Manager for Aptean Distribution ERP allows you to make quick shipping decisions on a large scale.

Whether your organization decides how items will be shipped, or you have to work within specific shipping requirements mandated by customers, Aptean Shipment Manager simplifies the processing of high volumes of shipments quickly and accurately.
Key Benefits

› **Instantly View and Compare Shipping Rates** – View and compare real-time shipping rates and transit times.

› **Real-time Quotes and Delivery Information** – Get domestic and international shipping options from major carriers quickly and easily.

› **Selects the Best Cost and Shipper** – Set and manage business rules so that the system automatically selects the best cost and shipper, based on your specific settings and your customers’ DTC requirements.

› **Puts Your in Control** – Manage print labels on packing lists and return labels, ship packages prepaid using a retailer’s shipping account and control the freight charges you pass.
About Aptean
Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products, services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed.

For more information, visit www.aptean.com.